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1 Introduction
The Al reactor at Bohunice was designed as a research/demonstration plant to assess the

potential of a natural uranium fuel, gas-cooled, heavy water moderated reactor system.
Spent fuel elements from the reactor were stored in a pond. To limit corrosion of the

cladding, they were held within thimbles which contained a corrosion inhibiting solution of
potassium chromate (Chrompik). This proved to be not effective enough, fuel pins did fail,
releasing significant amounts of radioactive caesium and also, due to hydrogen gas pressurisation,
significant amounts of contaminated Chrompik were released into the pond together with
approximately 100 TBq of Csl37.

This paper presents the work undertaken to remove this Csl37 as part of the first phase of
decommissioning the pond.

2 Design of A1 Pond Caesium Removal Plant
The design is based on a skid mounted unit, comprising a shielded mechanical filter unit and

a shielded ion exchange (IX) column unit, with interconnecting pipework and valves. The IX
column is housed within a lead shielded overpack and connections to it are made by self-sealing
quick release couplings. The IX column is of upward flow design and filled with a composite ion
exchanger containing Nickel Hexacyanoferrate (II), developed at the Czech Technical University
in Prague. The IX column packages may be stored within their own shielding once spent

3 Results from Operational Programme
Two operational runs have now been completed, removing 25 TBq of Csl37 in each run.

With a fresh column, the Decontamination Factor (DF) for Csl37 uptake was initially over 5000.
The DF then fell slowly over the first 1000 bed volumes to 3500, where it remained for most of
the run. The run was terminated when calculations indicated that the column packing had
absorbed the specified maximum loading of 25 TBq of Csl37. At this point the DF was 1500

The rate at which the Csl37 concentration fell in the pond during both operations followed
very closely the theoretical removal curve for total mixing of the return water with the pond,
showing that the locations for the outlet and inlet points for the plant had been well chosen.
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